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1. Introduction

The pasture-milk-human exposure pathway has been modelled with respect to the countermeasures in
nuclear emergency. The investigated measures were both of the feed and the milk substitutions by un-
contaminated ones with cost-benefit analysis1 and uncertainty analysis4.

In a real situation the management of measures in details are influenced both by global and local pa-
rameters like as seasonably, agricultural production, meteorological data, technical resources. But in
most of the cases there are many parameters to be determined by the decision makers mainly based on
the local and real situation. Naturally the decisions should be based on some kind of optimizations by
introduction an objective function on the effectiveness of the measure. One of the functions could be
the difference between the costs of the averted dose and the costs of the intervention. The optimal in-
tervention yields a maximum of the cost-benefit function.

2. Method

The cost-benefit rate function1:

where
a : cost of unit collective dose [HUF.Sv"1.person"1]

[HUF: Hungarian Forints, 1 USD = 200 HUF]
r| : cost rate of intervention [HUF.day ~l]

Fig.l. shows the effect of intervention in averting dose (8E). The dose averted is the integral of the
dose rate between ti and t2. In Fig.l. we have Fig. 1. Averted dose: 5E
used exponential functions to describe the dose
rate against the time.

The costs of intervention can be written in the
following form: ^ ^

"*~ ^~ without intervention

0)

where P(t) refers to the time depending of costs, 3
in which Po refers to the permanent cost of inter-
vention, while Pi refers to the excess cost of early
intervention (k is the decreasing constant of the
excess cost of early intervention). In the case of
feed substitution the value of 5 gives the mass of ° tx Time[day]
dry feed needed to produce one litre of milk. In
the case of milk substitution the value of 8 is equal to 1.
The cost-benefit function (time-input of the rate function) is the integral of B(t,p) between tj and t2.

u = |B(t,p)d1
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The radionuclide concentration in fodder-plant and the milk of the animal can be described by com-
partmental model3'5 (with a linear different equation system) consisting of GIT (qi), central circulation
(q2), thyroid, faeces, urine and milk as compartments (ao is the activity-concentration of feed at t=0, ki-
s are rate constants, Qa is the quantity of dry fodder-plant consummated by cow per a day, A,w and A,R
are weathering2 and decay constants). The linear different equation system of the model:

qx = Qaaoe-{lR+Xw)l - {kx + k2 + I R)qx

q2 = ktfx - (k3 + k4 + X R)q2

In the case of intervention the d.r.s. has to be solved at three different, but being depended, initial val-
ues to obtain the right concentration and so the averted dose.

According to the modelled scenario there is no intervention between to and ti, (qi(0)=0, q2(0)=0) yet
(see Fig.l.). The dates of the intervention (second domain) are ti and \i. During this domain the con-
tamination of the fodder-plant have decreased from ao to ao*:=(l-s)ao <ao (correction for decay and
weathering needed), where s is the ratio of uncontaminated feed (qi(ti)>0, q2(ti)>0). The range of the
third domain are t2 and co with initial values of qi*(t2)>0, q2*(t2)>0, where qi* and q2* refer to the end
of the second domain. After X2 the activity-concentration of milk will be increasing to the value which
should be without intervention corrected for decay and weather effect.

If the delay of comsumption2 is x for a milking the activity-concentration of milk consummated with-
out intervention is the following (y: transport constant between circulation and milk):

3. Results of simulation

Comparing the maximal value of benefit of the two types of interventions it turns out that optimal exe-
cuting of feed substitution already yields greater benefit than optimal executing of milk substitution in
all of the real scenarios.

Fig.2. Comparison of Umax for different age-groups in the case of feed and milk substitution

Adult Child
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Baby

It seems that in the early time the excess cost of the intervention is the main parameter that influences
the cost. Later on the initial activity (ao) gives a high correlation with the cost-benefit function. The pa-
rameters a and A,w become important later on about from t>0.5 and t>5 day.

4. Conclusions

According to the simulations on the 131I transport in the pasture-cow-milk pathway and the cost-benefit
analysis in nuclear emergency the 131I-contaminated pasture should be replaced over nearly 500 kBq/kg
(d.w.) activity concentrations, depending strongly on the population groups and other local parameters.
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The duration of the pasture substitution depends strongly on the initial 131I contamination of the pas-
ture.

Fig.3. The time dependence of the effect of different parameters on the value of the cost-benefit function
provided by parameter uncertainty analysis

For a relatively small values of activity-concentration the optimal date of withdrawing the intervention
increases linearly with the logarithm of the initial radionuclide concentration in pasture, but the maxi-
mal value takes nearly 40 days. Either for milk or for feed substitution the effect of excess cost of the
early intervention reduces the maximal value of the cost-benefit function. In every real case the optimal
feed substitution is a more optimal intervention action than the milk substitution.

According to the uncertainty analysis the time delay of the consumption, the feed costs and the extra
cost have greater importance at the beginning period, whereas some days later the weathering constant
became more important.
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